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The future demands environmental justice

While the forests in the Amazon and Congo are in flames, while extreme weather demolishes
island countries from the Caribbean to Southeast Asia, while the Great Lakes suffer from
both flooding and the spread of algae, politicians and corporations fail to address the climate
crisis. So youth around the globe are taking a stand, demanding that we break with the
fossil-fuel economy. On September 20 youth are striking for climate justice. We stand with
them!

Solidarity Ecosocialist Working Group

As ecosocialists we see capitalismâEuros"s demand for continuous growth and the exploitation of our natural
resources creates agricultural and industrial models rooted in profit for the 1%. In destroying the balance that must
exist on planet Earth, this economic system also fails to meet the material and social needs of the vast majority. As a
result, growing inequality and changing weather conditions have already led to more than 70 million refugees, with
more to come.

Youth are demanding an end to subsidizing destructive industries: stopping the construction of pipelines, halting
resource extraction on indigenous lands, decommissioning coal, gas and nuclear facilities and building a free and
public mass transportation system to replace the individual car. We stand with them in requiring that investors and
polluters who bankrolled and built this chaos pay for the transition, not workers and their communities. They
recognize that pollution, like other aspects of capitalism, impacts people of color most severely. It is the most
vulnerable who have been on the front line.

We need a âEurosoejust transition,âEuros one that retools and repurposes manufacturing, replaces the inadequate
system of food production and builds communities where people have the right to good, healthy and meaningful
work. In short, youth are demanding a future for themselves and for the planet!

We believe it is possible for humanity to break with the destructive logic of the capitalist system. The break will come
as millions join in the fight to stop fossil fuel emissions and the pollution of land, water and air. September 20 and the
actions over the following week represent a new stage in the fight to end the exploitation and inequality capitalism
breeds.

Build the Climate Strike
Solidarity National Committee Motion

We encourage members to help build the Friday, September 20 international strike against climate change called by
Greta Thunberg, the high school Swedish student calling for students to strike every Friday for climate justice. (See
Global Climate Strike.)

The action will take many different forms around the world: striking students, targeting polluters, organizing direct
actions, marching in the streets and maybe even some worker strikes. We note that there is a particular role for
teachers to support their students.
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September 20 is the kickoff of a week of activities that will go through September 27. Environmental justice
organizations, 350.org, DSA, Rising Tide and many others will be working to build these actions. We particularly
encourage members to assist in building coalitions where possible.

September 20 is just three days before an emergency climate summit being held in New York. Youth in the Fridays
For Future network are mobilizing for their largest global climate strike ever. [1] They have invited everyone to join
them on September 20 and again the following Friday, September 27 when they will join Earth Strike for a general
strike. (See Earth Strike.)

PS:
If you like this article or have found it useful, please consider donating towards the work of International Viewpoint. Simply follow this link: Donate
then enter an amount of your choice. One-off donations are very welcome. But regular donations by standing order are also vital to our continuing
functioning. See the last paragraph of this article for our bank account details and take out a standing order. Thanks.

[1] https://fridaysforfuture.org/.
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